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Abstract: Real time intrusion alert aggregation is a concept of aggregating intrusion alerts which are generated in real 

time environment. The System present a real time intrusion alert aggregation strategy for distributed system. 

Organization use different intrusion detection System to detects unauthorized activities and different attack performed 

by intruder but a lot of alert is generated. Security personnel are confused with bulk of alerts. This makes them difficult 

to take decision immediately. They take a lot of time to analyse the alerts. The proposed system generates meta-alerts 

on real time alert data. IDS system cluster similar alerts and form one Meta alert and that Meta alert is send to admin by 

email. System consists of multiple IDS Server (IDS) and multiple Client Systems over a network. All IDS 

communicates with each other and central server. IDS stores alerts in central IDS Server. Central IDS server analysis 

all alerts which are stored in database and shows different types of attack instance occurred on system and generates 

Reports. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

The widespread rise of computer network has resulted in 

increase of attacks on information system. These attacks 

are used for illegally gaining access to unauthorized 

information system, misuse of information or to reduce the 

availability of the information to authorized user. Thus 

there is need of complete protection of organizational 

resources, which is driving the attention of people towards 

intrusion prevention and detection system. Intrusion 

detection system is a piece of software that monitors 

computer system to detect intrusion and alerts a designated 

authority. An intrusion is defined as an “any set of action 

that attempts to compromise the integrity, availability and 

confidentiality of computer resource”[1]. Intrusion 

detection system (IDS) is a network security technology 

for protecting computers from attacks. However it 

produces great amount of ineffective alerts that overwhelm 

the security operator. Most of these alerts are redundant 

[5]. When a lot of alerts are generated by IDS in order to 

secure network and system, it is not easy task to interpret 

each and every alert and come to conclusion about the risk 

factor and protection measure [4]. Moreover Administrator 

person may take wrong decisions due number of false 

positive alerts and their inability to correctly understand 

the large amount of alerts raised by the system. Alert 

aggregation and alert clustering process has developed to 

reduce alerts data. The purpose of alert aggregation is to 

reduce the redundancy of alerts by grouping the duplicate 

and all similar alerts together and making them single one 

[6]. Without losing important and single alerts, 

aggregation of the alerts is to be done carefully by IDS 

System. Previously alerts aggregation applies on alerts 

which are stored in database. This work is offline and  

 
 

reduces efficiency of system. New approach is developed 

for online intrusion alert aggregation, which aggregate the 

alerts in real time [17]. 
 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 
 

Paper [1] presents a scientific classification of intrusion 

detection frameworks that is then used to study and group 

various exploration models. The scientific classification 

comprises of an arrangement first of the recognition 

standard, and second of certain operational parts of the 

intrusion detection framework as being what is indicated. 

In paper [2] analyst observe existing IDS and established 

different issues of IDS. Major issue they distinguished is 

that IDS delivers vast number of security alerts that can 

make the job of security person hard to take decision 

rapidly because of the confounding and incompatible 

alerts out of the flow of them. All IDS are having the 

procurement of delivering security alerts as and when 

needed. Numerous methodologies started to be to take care 

of those issues. New solution for alert correlation is given 

in Paper [3] to reconstruct attack thread. It is also known 

as attack instance recognition. It has not utilized any 

clustering techniques, but rather straightforward sorting is 

utilized. The results of the sorting are displayed in a 

temporal window. It has copies of alerts too. This alerts 

issue has been counteracted in Paper [4] which is for the 

most part like Paper [3]. Along these lines it gives more 

compact method for alert presentation. This sort of 

methodology is likewise utilized as a part of Paper [5] 

where clustering techniques is utilized for the same reason. 

Alert Clustering methodology is utilized by paper [6] light 
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of the closeness of assault events. It considers certain time 

and any two cases of assault are viewed as comparative 

when the two happen in a particular time window other 

than the careful closeness of their destination and source. 

Because of using detection mechanism as low level IDS, 

these detections systems may not work effectively in real 

time applications as they use imperfect classifiers. In 

Paper[7] also alert correlation methodology is utilized with 

the help of an supervisor known as weighted attribute wise 

closeness which figures out if to merge two given alerts or 

not. This methodology and analogous methodologies gave 

in Paper [8] and Paper [9] is having a downside which is 

the need of giving numerous parameters to the framework. 

Same weakness is found with Paper [10] also where no 

direction is given to acquire great qualities. In Paper [11] 

Attribute wise comparability measures alongside 

parameters given by client is utilized. As it additionally 

includes in sorting alerts in ascending or descending order 

based on the source and destination, it deteriorates 

closeness measure. Different methodologies are proposed 

in Paper [12] for fusion alerts. The first approach groups 

related alerts based on IP addresses. The second approach 

and third approach use some data mining techniques 

known as supervised learning techniques. In the field of 

intrusion scenario detection as presented in Paper [13], 

[14] and [15] many similar tetchiness are used to making 

alert correlation. Out them very important procedure for 

scenario detection is in [13]. Base on an algorithm by 

name CURE, offline clustering solution is proposed in 

Paper [8]. The solution makes use of numeric attributes 

only. The problem with this approach is that the security 

expert who gives knowledge of domain expertise must be 

having knowledge about current attack instances. Another 

clustering solution is proposed in [8]. This proposal is 

closely similar to our approach. Its clustering method is 

known as “link based clustering”. It focuses on the reasons 

or Meta data about the alerts generated by IDS. Only root 

causes are considered here. There is a problem of ignoring 

alerts that form into smaller clusters. The main difference 

between the [8] and our approach is that the [8] supports 

only offline intrusion detection. It depends on the 

historical traces present in the log files. However, our 

approach supports both offline and also online intrusion 

detection mechanism that makes it unique from existing 

IDSs. The alert clustering approach in [9] is also having 

good feature that reduces the number of false positives. 

This is also based on [9] in case of alert clustering. The 

approach presented in [16] is different completely. It 

makes use of reconstruction error of AA-NN (Auto 

Associate Neural Network) to differentiate alerts. Its 

approach is that it considers all alerts are same if they have 

same reconstruction error and put them into the same 

cluster. And this works in online and offline scenarios. 

The training requirements for AA-NN are training phase 

and also an offline training Phase. In paper [17] Alert 

aggregation is an important subtask of intrusion detection. 

The goal is to identify and to cluster different Alert 

produced by low-level intrusion detection systems, 

firewalls, etc belonging to a specific attack instance which 

has be initiated by an attacker at a certain point in time. 

III. REAL TIME INTRUSION ALERT 

AGGREGATION 
 

In real Time Intrusion alert strategy aggregation depending 

upon their current status, the corresponding information 

about the user is clustered. Clustering value will change 

according to the data set being used. The main advantage 

is that it starts clustering as the individual data set until the 

data set ends rather than clustering whole. The data set are 

normalized and they are clustered and true positive, false 

positive errors are identified. Data stream alert aggregation 

of offline alert deals only with the outdated log files in 

which security to the data is not guaranteed. Offline alert 

shows only the result of archaic information. Upgraded 

version of offline alert is online alert. Each stream of data 

is check now and then to regulate the flow of information 

without intruder. If any abnormal flow of information 

persists they are termed as intruders. The user information, 

login time are compared. The origin of the intruders is 

identified and they are discarded by which false positive 

error is also reduced [17]. 
 

IV. DISTRIBUTED INTRUSION DETECTION 

SYSTEM 
 

As intruder, and attacks routines turn out to be 

progressively unpredictable, the requirement for a DIDS 

framework in huge corporate and military systems 

increments definitely. With the expanded versatile nature 

of these intruders, experts are abandoning themselves open 

to the issues of correspondences breakdowns, where one 

examiner sees an attack on his section, and releases it as 

nothing. While a few different sections getting the same 

attacks in a composed way, their analysts may be rejecting 

the intensity of the attacks. Then again, when all the attack 

information is seen together, a drastically alternate point of 

view the attacks may rise. The central examination server 

is truly the complete set of the operation. Centre Analysis 

server would ideally consist of a database and Web serve. 

It additionally allows analyst to perform pre-modified 

inquiries, for example, total number of attacks, 

measurements collective incident, to distinguish attack 

patterns and to perform simple event examination, all from 

a Web interface. It will screen all exchange or information 

action that happens in the client end. DIDS monitors a 

heterogeneous network of computers and combines 

distributed monitoring and data reduction with centralized 

data analysis. On each host monitor Collect and analyses 

audit records from the host operating system. The host 

monitors also trace user sessions and reports anomalous 

behaviour to the director. In DIDS a specific IDS Agent is 

running on the administration and in the event of a ready it 

takes custom receptive activities. Furthermore broadcast 

the alerts in its communication groups. The DIDS 

framework gives the a speedier, less demanding, more 

productive technique to recognize attacks over numerous 

systems, fragments and to follow backs the activity of the 

attackers. By having these attacks records put away in a 

single place, it allows the analyst significantly more 

adaptability in finding different attacks, and other attack 

issues which may have generally gone unnoticed 
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V. IMPLEMENTED SYSTEM 
 

In Real time Intrusion alert aggregation system each 

stream of data is check at this instant and then to regulate 

the flow of information without intruder. If any anomalous 

flow of information comes they are termed as intruders. 

The user information, login time are compared. The origin 

of the intruders is identified and they are discarded by 

which false positive error is also reduced. Each Intrusion 

Detection System detects attacks which occur within their 

network segment, and alert is generated on the server side. 

All IDS send their alerts to centralized IDS server. 

Centralized systems analyses all alert data and make 

analysis reports. If same number of alerts is continuously 

generated by the system, aggregation concepts applied on 

generated alerts and Meta alert is generated, and send that 

Meta alert via email to the admin. Alerts are stored in log 

files, Each IDS stored different types of alerts. System also 

detects real time attacks. System checked on offline data 

set which shows aggregation of alerts, number of different 

types of attacks occur on system. Figure 1 shows overview 

of implemented system. 
 

 
 

Fig.1. Overview of Implemented System 
 

Intrusion Detection agents through self-organized 

association form a distributed intrusion detection system. 

DIDS monitors a heterogeneous network of computers and 

combines distributed monitoring and data reduction with 

centralized data analysis. System consists of server, 

number of clients, and database for accessing valid user 

data. Server has layer approach. Each layer performs its 

own assigned task. Client1, Client 2, client N we can be 

connected to the main server. Main Server gives access to 

the different clients for accessing process and different 

modules on server system. If invalid user tries to access 

the system then detect as an intruder. On client side user 

level and process level agent is activated. Client can 

access only those process and modules they having 

permission for that, if they try to for another process they 

are detected as an intruder. We test out proposed system 

on offline mode for showing the alert aggregation work. 

We also implement real time different attack for example 

SQL injection attack. Alert which are generated by the 

system are stored in database, for future reference. Meta 

alert is send to the admin on his email. Real time intrusion 

alert aggregation approach is used in implemented system. 

Whenever same types are alerts are generated 

continuously, after particular number of alert count Meta 

alert is generated, if same intruder try to access system, 

intrusion detection system block the client, or intruder. 

 

VI. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULT ANALYSIS 
 

The main objective of Implemented System is to detect 

intrusion activity, alert generation and alert aggregation. 

When any malicious activity is performed by clients or 

intruder alert is generated on server side and also warning 

is given to client by server. The IDS system generates 

meta-alerts on offline and online alert data. IDS system 

cluster similar alerts and form one Meta alert and that 

Meta alert is send to admin by email. Figure 2 shows Meta 

alert generation by server and Figure 3 Shows how system 

is prevented from inside intruder. 
 

 
 

Fig.2. Meta Alert Generation 
 

 
 

Fig.3. Prevention From Inside Intruder 
 

 Distributed Intrusion Detection System 

 DIDS stores all user activity of all IDS. Following Figure 

4 gives overview of DIDS. 
 

 
 

Fig.4. DIDS 
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Result Analysis 
 

Figure 5 shows the number of alerts produced from the 

different OP. In addition, the number of attack instances 

for which at least one alert is generated by the detection 

layer is also given. We are aware of the various critique on 

the DARPA benchmark data and the limitations that 

emerge thereof. 
 

                 

Fig.5. Experimental Result analyses 
 

Performance Measure 
 

In order to assess the performance of the alert aggregation, 

we evaluate the following measures: 
 

Percentage of detected instances (p): We regard an 

attack instance as being detected if there is at least one 

Meta alert that predominantly contains alerts of that 

particular instance. The percentage of detected attack 

instances p can thus be determined by dividing the number 

of instances that are detected by the total number of 

instances in the data set.  
 

Number of meta-alerts (MA) and reduction rate (r): 
The number of meta-alerts (MA) is further divided into the 

number of attack meta-alerts MAattack which 

predominantly contain true alerts and the number of 

nonattack meta-alerts MAnonattack which predominantly 

contain false alerts. The reduction rate r is 1 minus the 

number of created meta alerts MA divided by the total 

number of alerts N. 
 

Average runtime (tavg) and worst case runtime 

(tworst): The average runtime is measured in milliseconds 

per alert. Assuming up to several hundred thousand alerts 

a day, tavg should stay clearly below 100 ms per alert. The 

worst case runtime tworse, which is measured in seconds, 

states how long it takes. 
 

Meta-alert creation delay (d): It is obvious that there is a 

certain delay until a meta-alert is created for a new attack 

instance. The meta-alert creation delay d measures the 

delay between the actual beginning of the instance and the 

creation of the first meta-alert for that instance.  

Figure 6 shows performance measure. 
 

Online and offline alert aggregation chart 

Following Figure 7 and Figure 8 gives oveall idea of 

offline alert aggregation and online alert aggregarion 

system. 

 
 

Fig.6. Performance Measure 
 

 
 

Fig 7. Online alert Aggregation chart 
 

 
 

Fig. 8.Offline alert Aggregation chart 
 

VII. CONCLUSION 
 

Real time intrusion alert aggregation System having broad 

applicability of offline alert and real time generated alert 

data aggregation along with Meta alert generation in order 

to reduce the amount of alert data. System identifies and 

monitors unauthorized activities inside network and blocks 

the intruder. In process of clustering and aggregation, false 

positive and false negative alert rate is reduced. We have 

also demonstrated User level, Module level, and Process 

level agent with continuous streaming of HTTP and FTP 

data and corresponding alert aggregation and reports 

generation by the IDS. 
 

VIII. FUTURE SCOPE 
 

We will investigate how human domain knowledge can be 

used to improve the detection processes. The IDS product 

should detect, in near real-time, any kinds of attempts to 

exploit known weaknesses, or to probe our internal 
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network. They should also keep track of attempts to 

overload necessary resources. Along with this, they should 

perhaps sound an alarm, trigger some predefined action, 

and keep a good log for analysis 
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